
KJ-B1037 Bangles
A Polki, Kundan, and Gold bangles set, weighing 63.5
grams in 18-karat gold, featuring red chudi and meena
work, embodies cultural opulence and traditional
charm. The vibrant red chudi and intricate meena work
add a distinctive flair, making these bangles a
standout accessory suitable for various celebratory
occasions. Crafted with meticulous artistry, the set
holds both sentimental and investment value,
showcasing the enduring beauty of traditional
craftsmanship.

Bangles Specifications

Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Elegant Bangles set
Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/ Marriage
Wear/ Bridal Party Karat: 18 Material Colour: Gold/
Polki/Kundan/Diamond/ Meena work Jewellery Type: 
Gold/ Polki/Diamond/ Kundan Necklace/Red Chudi and
meena work Gross Weight: 63.5 Grams Metal: Gold  
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹369,000.00 ₹295,000.00
Stock: instock
Categories: Bangles, New Arrival

Product Description

A Polki, Kundan, and Gold bangles set weighing 63.5 grams in 18-karat gold, featuring red chudi
and meena work, offers several benefits:

1. Cultural Opulence: The incorporation of Polki and Kundan elements, along with vibrant
red chudi and meena work, creates a bangles set that exudes cultural richness and
traditional opulence.

2. Distinctive Design: The addition of red chudi and meena work adds a distinctive and
eye-catching element, enhancing the overall aesthetic appeal and making the bangles set
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a standout accessory.
3. Versatility: Crafted with meticulous artistry, this set is versatile, seamlessly

complementing both traditional and modern attire. The vibrant red hues make it suitable
for various celebratory occasions.

4. Craftsmanship: The intricate craftsmanship in the Polki, Kundan, and red chudi and
meena work reflects the skill and artistry of the jeweler, creating a set that not only
showcases design but also highlights the beauty of traditional craftsmanship.

5. Investment Value: Crafted from high-quality materials like 18-karat gold and featuring
Polki and Kundan elements, the set holds inherent value, serving as both a luxurious
adornment and a potential investment over time.

6. Personal Significance: Jewelry often carries sentimental value, and this bangles set, with
its unique design and cultural appeal, can become a cherished piece, passed down through
generations, holding special memories.

7. Durability: The use of 18-karat gold ensures durability, allowing the bangles set to be
enjoyed for years without losing its luster, making it a lasting addition to your jewelry
collection.

In summary, this Polki, Kundan, and Gold bangles set with red chudi and meena work weighing
63.5 grams in 18-karat gold offers a harmonious blend of cultural aesthetics, distinctive design,
and investment value, making it a versatile and cherished accessory for various occasions.

KJ-E1023 Earrings
Elegant and Versatile: These polki diamond and
gold earrings exude elegance and versatility,
complementing a wide range of styles and occasions
with their 20-gram gross weight. Quality Assurance:
Kadel Jewels is a trusted source, ensuring the
authenticity and quality of materials used in the
earrings, offering confidence in your purchase.
Potential Investment: These earrings can serve as
both a stunning accessory and a potential investment,
as the combination of polki diamonds and gold often
appreciates in value over time, making them a
valuable addition to your jewelry collection.

Earrings Specifications
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Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Elegant Earrings
Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/ Marriage
Wear/ Small Party Karat: 18 Material Colour: Gold/
Polki/Kundan Jewellery Type: Gold/ Polki/Diamond/
Kundan Earrings Gross Weight: 20 Grams Metal: Gold  
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹225,000.00 ₹160,000.00
Stock: instock
Categories: Earrings, New Arrival

Product Description

Benefits of polki diamond and gold earrings with 20 grams gross weight from Kadel Jewels in
Karol Bagh, New Delhi:

1. Timeless Elegance: Polki diamond and gold earrings are renowned for their timeless
elegance. These earrings, with their classic combination, can effortlessly elevate any outfit,
making them suitable for both formal events and everyday wear.

2. Comfort and Wearability: The 20-gram gross weight strikes a balance between
substantial presence and comfort. These earrings are designed for extended wear,
ensuring they remain comfortable throughout the day or evening.

3. Quality and Authenticity: Kadel Jewels is a trusted and reputable jeweller. When you
purchase from them, you can be confident in the quality and authenticity of the materials
used in the earrings, including the diamonds and gold.

4. Versatility: Polki diamond and gold earrings are incredibly versatile. They can be worn
with traditional attire, adding a touch of opulence to ethnic wear, or paired with
contemporary clothing for a blend of modern and traditional aesthetics.

5. Investment Potential: Jewellery of this quality often serves as an investment. The
combination of polki diamonds and gold ensures intrinsic value, and the rarity of polki
diamonds can make these earrings even more appealing to collectors and investors. Over
time, they can potentially appreciate in value.

6. Local and Trusted Source: Purchasing from a well-established local jeweller like Kadel
Jewels in Karol Bagh, New Delhi, offers several advantages. You can establish a trusted
relationship, receive personalised service, and have access to expert advice and ongoing
support for maintenance and inquiries.

7. Heirloom Quality: Polki diamond and gold earrings have the potential to become family
heirlooms, passed down through generations. They carry the sentimental and historical
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value of being part of your family's legacy.
In summary, polki diamond and gold earrings with 20 grams gross weight from Kadel Jewels in
Karol Bagh, New Delhi, offer timeless elegance, comfort, quality, investment potential, and a
connection to a trusted source. They are a versatile and valuable addition to your jewellery
collection, representing both your personal style and potential financial prudence.

KJ-E1022 Earrings
Exquisite and Unique Aesthetics: The green with
white pearl color combination in this polki diamond
and gold necklace is exceptionally exquisite and one-
of-a-kind, making it a standout piece in your jewelry
collection. Comfortable Elegance: With a
comfortable 30-gram weight, this necklace effortlessly
balances elegance with wearability, allowing you to
adorn it for various occasions while adding a touch of
sophistication to your look. Trusted Quality and
Potential Investment: Kadel Jewels' reputation
ensures the quality and authenticity of the materials.
This piece has the potential to appreciate in value,
thanks to the intrinsic worth of polki diamonds and
gold, making it a beautiful and valuable addition to
your collection.

Earrings Specifications

Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Elegant Earrings
Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/ Marriage
Wear/ Small Party Karat: 18 Material Colour: Gold/
Polki/Kundan Jewellery Type: Gold/ Polki/Diamond/
Pearl Kundan Earrings Gross Weight: 30 Grams Metal: 
Gold  
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹285,000.00 ₹240,000.00
Stock: instock
Categories: Earrings, New Arrival
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Product Description

Benefits of a green with white pearl color polki diamond and gold necklace with 30 grams gross
weight from Kadel Jewels in Karol Bagh, New Delhi:

1. Exquisite and Unique Color Combination: The combination of green with white pearls
in this polki diamond and gold necklace creates an exquisite and truly unique color palette.
This distinctive choice makes the necklace a conversation piece and a standout addition to
your jewellery collection.

2. Comfortable and Elegant: With a 30-gram gross weight, this necklace offers a
comfortable and elegant wearing experience. It's designed to sit gracefully on your neck,
making it suitable for both special occasions and daily wear, adding a touch of
sophistication to your outfits.

3. Quality and Authenticity Assurance: Kadel Jewels in Karol Bagh, New Delhi, is a
reputable source for jewellery. When you purchase from them, you can trust in the quality
and authenticity of the materials used in the necklace, as well as the craftsmanship. This
provides peace of mind that you are investing in a high-quality piece.

4. Versatile and Timeless Design: The combination of green and white with polki
diamonds and gold results in a versatile and timeless design. The color palette
complements a wide range of outfits and styles, ensuring that this necklace remains a
relevant and cherished accessory for years to come.

5. Investment Potential: Jewellery of this caliber can potentially appreciate in value over
time. The combination of polki diamonds and gold ensures intrinsic value, and the rarity of
the color combination may make it even more appealing to collectors and investors. It's
not just a beautiful accessory but also a potential investment for the future.

6. Trusted Local Source: Purchasing from a well-known local jeweller like Kadel Jewels in
Karol Bagh, New Delhi, offers numerous advantages. You can establish a lasting
relationship with a trusted source, rely on their expertise and personalized service, and
receive ongoing support for maintenance or any inquiries.

7. Sentimental Value: Beyond its aesthetic and financial worth, a piece like this often holds
sentimental value. It can become a cherished family heirloom, passed down through
generations, and carry with it the memories and traditions of its wearers, making it even
more valuable to your family.

In summary, a green with white pearl color polki diamond and gold necklace with 30 grams
gross weight from Kadel Jewels in Karol Bagh, New Delhi, combines uniqueness, comfort,
quality, investment potential, and a trusted source. It's a stunning and versatile piece that adds
a touch of individuality to your style and can become both a symbol of your personal taste and
a valuable addition to your jewellery collection.
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KJ-N1021 Necklace
Unique and Captivating: The pink color infusion in
this polki diamond and gold necklace adds a
captivating and unique charm, making it a stand-out
piece in your jewelry collection. Comfortable
Elegance: With a comfortable 40-gram weight, this
necklace provides a balance between elegance and
wearability, suitable for both special occasions and
everyday wear. Quality Assurance: Kadel Jewels, a
renowned local source, ensures the quality and
authenticity of the necklace, providing peace of mind
regarding the materials and craftsmanship. Versatile
and Timeless: This necklace offers versatility,
complementing a variety of outfits, and its
combination of polki diamonds and gold

Necklace with Earrings Specifications

Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Gold Polki Necklace
with Earrings Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/
Marriage Wear/ Small Parties Karat: 18 Material
Colour: Gold/ Polki/Blue Colour Jewellery Type: Gold/
Polki/Diamond/ Kundan Necklace  Gross Weight: 4o
 Grams Metal: Gold  
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹225,000.00 ₹150,000.00
Stock: instock
Categories: Necklace, New Arrival

Product Description

Benefits of a pink color polki diamond and gold necklace with 40 grams gross weight from Kadel
Jewels in Karol Bagh, New Delhi:

1. Distinctive and Captivating Design: The infusion of pink color in this polki diamond and
gold necklace creates a distinctive and captivating design. Pink is a unique and charming
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choice, making this necklace a conversation piece and a focal point of your jewelry
collection.

2. Comfortable for Everyday Wear: With a moderate 40-gram gross weight, this necklace
offers the perfect balance between making a statement and comfort. It's designed to sit
elegantly on your neck, allowing you to wear it comfortably throughout the day, whether
it's for special occasions or to add a touch of elegance to your daily outfits.

3. Quality and Authenticity Assurance: Kadel Jewels in Karol Bagh, New Delhi, is a trusted
and reputable source for jewelry. Purchasing from them ensures the quality and
authenticity of the materials used in the necklace, along with expert craftsmanship. You
can have confidence that you are investing in a high-quality piece.

4. Versatile Elegance: The combination of pink polki diamonds and gold creates a necklace
that seamlessly blends elegance with versatility. Pink is a color that complements a wide
range of outfits and styles, making this necklace suitable for various occasions and
ensembles. It's a timeless piece that can remain in style for years to come.

5. Potential Investment Value: Jewelry of this quality and uniqueness can appreciate in
value over time. The combination of polki diamonds and gold ensures intrinsic value, and
the rarity of pink polki diamonds may make it even more appealing to collectors and
investors. It's not just a stunning accessory but also a potential investment for the future.

6. Trusted Local Source: Buying from a renowned local jeweler like Kadel Jewels in Karol
Bagh, New Delhi, offers several advantages. You can establish a lasting relationship with a
trusted source, rely on their expertise and personalized service, and receive ongoing
support for maintenance or any inquiries.

7. Sentimental Significance: Beyond its aesthetic and financial worth, a piece like this
often holds sentimental significance. It can become a cherished family heirloom, passed
down through generations, and carry with it the memories and traditions of its wearers,
making it even more valuable to your family.

In summary, a pink color polki diamond and gold necklace with 40 grams gross weight from
Kadel Jewels in Karol Bagh, New Delhi, combines uniqueness, comfort, quality, investment
potential, and a trusted source. It's a stunning and versatile piece that adds a touch of
individuality to your style and can become both a symbol of your personal taste and a valuable
addition to your jewelry collection.
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KJ-N1020 Necklace
Unique Aesthetic: The pista green color infusion in
this polki diamond and gold choker adds a striking and
distinctive touch, making it a unique and eye-catching
piece in your jewelry collection. Comfortable
Elegance: With its substantial 50-gram weight, the
choker strikes a balance between being a statement
piece and comfortable to wear, ensuring you can enjoy
its elegance for various occasions. Quality Assurance
: Kadel Jewels, a trusted local source, provides
assurance of quality and authenticity, allowing you to
have confidence in the materials and craftsmanship of
the choker. Versatile and Valuable: This choker
offers versatility for both formal and casual occasions
while potentially serving as an investment piece due to
the inherent value of polki diamonds and gold, making
it a beautiful and financially prudent addition to your
collection.

Chokkar with Earrings Specifications

Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Gold Polki Chokkar with
Earrings Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/
Marriage Wear/ Small Parties Karat: 18 Material
Colour: Gold/ Polki/Blue Colour Jewellery Type: Gold/
Polki/Diamond/ Kundan Necklace Chokkar Gross
Weight: 5o Grams Metal: Gold  
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹265,000.00 ₹180,000.00
Stock: instock
Categories: Necklace, New Arrival

Product Description
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Benefits of a pista green color polki diamond and gold choker with 50 grams gross weight from
Kadel Jewels in Karol Bagh, New Delhi:

1. Exquisite and Unique Design: The pista green color infusion in this polki diamond and
gold choker sets it apart with a unique and exquisite design. This distinctive color choice
adds a touch of individuality and uniqueness to your jewelry collection, making it a
conversation piece.

2. Comfortable Statement Piece: With a substantial 50-gram gross weight, this choker
serves as a statement piece that commands attention while remaining comfortable to
wear. It's designed to sit elegantly on your neck, making it suitable for special occasions or
as a striking addition to your everyday attire.

3. Quality and Authenticity: Kadel Jewels in Karol Bagh, New Delhi, has built a reputation
for trust and authenticity. When you purchase from them, you can trust in the quality of
materials and craftsmanship. They are likely to provide certified materials and ensure that
the choker is made to the highest standards.

4. Versatile Elegance: The pista green color, combined with polki diamonds and gold,
creates a choker that seamlessly blends elegance with versatility. You can wear it for a
range of occasions, from formal events to more casual gatherings, and it complements a
variety of outfits.

5. Investment Potential: Jewelry of this caliber has the potential to appreciate in value over
time. Both the value of gold and the rarity of pista green polki diamonds can make it a
valuable investment piece. You not only enjoy its beauty but also potentially see a return
on your investment in the future.

6. Trusted Local Source: Purchasing from a reputable local jeweler like Kadel Jewels in
Karol Bagh, New Delhi, offers several advantages. You can establish a lasting relationship
with a trusted source, rely on their expertise and personalized service, and receive
ongoing support for maintenance or any inquiries.

7. Sentimental Significance: Beyond its aesthetic and financial worth, a piece like this
often holds sentimental significance. It can become a cherished family heirloom, passed
down through generations, and carry with it the memories and traditions of its wearers,
making it even more valuable to your family.

In summary, a pista green color polki diamond and gold choker with 50 grams gross weight
from Kadel Jewels in Karol Bagh, New Delhi, combines uniqueness, comfort, quality, investment
potential, and a trusted source. It's a stunning statement piece that adds a touch of
individuality to your style and can become both a symbol of your personal taste and a valuable
addition to your jewelry collection.
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KJ-N1019 Necklace
Unique Elegance: The blue color adds a distinctive
touch to the traditional polki diamond and gold
necklace, making it a unique and eye-catching piece.
Lightweight and Comfort: With 40 grams gross
weight, it's lightweight and comfortable for extended
wear, making it suitable for various occasions.
Trusted Source: Kadel Jewels in Karol Bagh, New
Delhi, is a reputable jeweler, ensuring the necklace's
quality and authenticity, offering peace of mind to the
buyer.

Necklace with Earrings Specifications

Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Gold Polki Necklace
with Earrings Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/
Marriage Wear/ Small Parties Karat: 18 Material
Colour: Gold/ Polki/Blue Colour Jewellery Type: Gold/
Polki/Diamond/ Kundan Necklace  Gross Weight: 4o
 Grams Metal: Gold  
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹295,000.00 ₹210,000.00
Stock: instock
Categories: Necklace, New Arrival

Product Description

Benefits of a blue colour polki diamond and gold necklace with 40 grams gross weight from
Kadel Jewels in Karol Bagh, New Delhi:

1. Unique and Eye-Catching Design: The incorporation of blue-colored elements in this
polki diamond and gold necklace sets it apart from traditional designs. The blue color adds
a captivating and distinctive touch, making it a conversation starter and a unique addition
to your jewelry collection.

2. Versatile for Various Occasions: The necklace's 40-gram gross weight strikes a balance
between substantial presence and wearability. It's comfortable for daily wear as well as
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special occasions, allowing you to enjoy its beauty without feeling weighed down.
3. Quality and Authenticity: Kadel Jewels in Karol Bagh, New Delhi, is known for its

reputation and trustworthiness. When purchasing from Kadel Jewels, you can have
confidence in the quality and authenticity of the necklace. They are likely to provide
certified materials and ensure the craftsmanship meets high standards.

4. Elegance and Individuality: The combination of polki diamonds and the unique blue
color not only enhances the necklace's elegance but also adds an element of individuality
to your style. It's a piece that can be a reflection of your personal taste and make a
statement.

5. Potential Investment: Jewelry of this quality and uniqueness can potentially appreciate
in value over time, making it not only a stunning accessory but also a valuable investment.
The combination of polki diamonds and gold adds inherent value, and the rarity of a blue
colour in polki diamonds can make it even more desirable to collectors and connoisseurs.

6. Local and Trusted Source: Buying from a renowned local jeweler like Kadel Jewels in
Karol Bagh, New Delhi, allows you to establish a relationship with a trusted source. You can
rely on their expertise, customer service, and after-sales support for any future needs or
inquiries.

7. Enhanced Sentimental Value: Beyond its aesthetic and monetary worth, a piece like
this often holds sentimental value. It can become a cherished family heirloom, passed
down through generations, and carry with it the memories and stories of its wearers.

In summary, a blue color polki diamond and gold necklace with 40 grams gross weight from
Kadel Jewels in Karol Bagh, New Delhi, combines uniqueness, wearability, quality, and the
potential for value appreciation. It's not just a beautiful accessory but also a symbol of your
personal style and a valuable addition to your jewellery collection.

Regenerate
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KJ-N1018 Necklace
Intrinsic Value: A 150-gram polki diamond and gold
necklace holds substantial intrinsic value due to the
precious materials, making it a valuable investment.
Timeless Elegance: It offers timeless elegance and
versatility, suitable for various occasions and never
going out of style. Status and Prestige: Wearing
such a substantial piece symbolizes status and
prestige, serving as a statement of success and
personal style.

Necklace with Earrings Specifications

Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Long Polki Necklace
Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/ Marriage
Wear/ Bride Wear Karat: 18 Material Colour: Gold/
Polki/Pearl Jewellery Type: Gold/ Polki/Diamond/
Kundan Necklace  Gross Weight: 150 Grams Metal: 
Gold  
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹590,000.00 ₹450,000.00
Stock: instock
Categories: Necklace, New Arrival

Product Description

Polki diamond and gold necklaces are prized for their beauty and value. Here are some benefits
of owning a polki diamond and gold necklace with a substantial 150 grams gross weight:

1. Intrinsic Value: The combination of polki diamonds and gold creates a piece of jewelry
with significant intrinsic value. Both polki diamonds and gold are precious materials, and
their value tends to appreciate over time.

2. Timeless Elegance: Polki diamond and gold necklaces exude a timeless elegance and
sophistication. They can be worn for various occasions, from formal events to everyday
wear, and they never go out of style.
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3. Durability: Gold is a durable and long-lasting metal, making it ideal for jewelry that can
withstand daily wear and tear. When combined with the durability of polki diamonds, this
necklace is designed to last for generations.

4. Investment: Beyond being a fashion accessory, a polki diamond and gold necklace can
serve as a tangible investment. As the price of gold and diamonds tends to appreciate over
time, your necklace can potentially increase in value.

5. Craftsmanship: Polki diamond and gold necklaces often feature intricate craftsmanship,
making them unique and highly detailed pieces. The craftsmanship adds to their overall
aesthetic appeal and value.

6. Status and Prestige: Wearing a substantial 150-gram necklace with polki diamonds and
gold is a symbol of status and prestige. It can be a statement piece that conveys your
taste and success.

7. Versatility: Despite its weight, a well-designed polki diamond and gold necklace can be
surprisingly versatile. It can be worn with both traditional and contemporary outfits,
making it a versatile addition to your jewelry collection.

8. Heirloom Quality: Such a necklace can be passed down as a family heirloom, carrying
with it the sentimental and historical value of being handed down through generations.

It's important to note that the value and benefits of a polki diamond and gold necklace can vary
based on factors like the quality of the materials, design, and craftsmanship. Additionally, it's
essential to take proper care of such a valuable piece to maintain its beauty and condition over
time.

KJ-N1017 Necklace

The primary feature of Polki jewellery is the use
of uncut or rose-cut diamonds. These diamonds
are in their natural, unaltered state and have a
flat base and a faceted, domed top. They are
known for their unique, antique-like
appearance..

Necklace Specifications

Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Long Polki Necklace
Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/ Marriage
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Wear/ Bride Wear Karat: 18 Material Colour: Gold/
Polki/Pearl Jewellery Type: Gold/ Polki/Diamond/
Kundan Necklace  Gross Weight: 40 Grams Metal: Gold
 
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹260,000.00 ₹180,000.00
Stock: instock
Categories: Necklace, New Arrival

Product Description

Polki Kundan elegant Necklace 18 Karat yellow gold powered by kadel Jewels and gross weight
40 Grams. The head of the necklace showing very delicate and royal design. The necklace also
features the gold purity and the weight of the necklace.The high-polished finish adds a lustrous
appeal to the necklace. The weight of Polki diamonds can vary, but they are generally heavier
than traditional, fully cut diamonds. Polki diamonds can weigh anywhere from 2 to 20 carats
each, depending on their size and quality. Elaborate designs with intricate detailing can add to
the overall weight of the necklace, as more material is used in creating the framework and
settings. In one necklace you will be multiple best metal and stones.

KJ-N1015 Necklace

The primary feature of Polki jewellery is the use
of uncut or rose-cut diamonds. These diamonds
are in their natural, unaltered state and have a
flat base and a faceted, domed top. They are
known for their unique, antique-like
appearance..

Necklace Specifications

Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Long Polki Necklace
Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/ Marriage
Wear/ Bride Wear Karat: 18 Material Colour: Gold/
Polki/Pearl Jewellery Type: Gold/ Polki/Diamond/
Kundan Necklace  Gross Weight: 60 Grams Metal: Gold
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Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹500,000.00 ₹350,000.00
Stock: instock
Categories: Necklace, New Arrival

Product Description

Polki Kundan elegant Necklace 18 Karat yellow gold powered by kadel Jewels and gross weight
60 Grams. The head of the necklace showing very delicate and royal design. The necklace also
features the gold purity and the weight of the necklace.The high-polished finish adds a lustrous
appeal to the necklace. The weight of Polki diamonds can vary, but they are generally heavier
than traditional, fully cut diamonds. Polki diamonds can weigh anywhere from 2 to 20 carats
each, depending on their size and quality. Elaborate designs with intricate detailing can add to
the overall weight of the necklace, as more material is used in creating the framework and
settings. In one necklace you will be multiple best metal and stones.

KJ-N1002 Necklace

The primary feature of Polki jewellery is the use
of uncut or rose-cut diamonds. These diamonds
are in their natural, unaltered state and have a
flat base and a faceted, domed top. They are
known for their unique, antique-like
appearance..

Necklace Specifications

Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Long Polki Necklace
Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/ Marriage
Wear/ Bride Wear Karat: 18 Material Colour: Gold/
Polki/Pearl Jewellery Type: Gold/ Polki/Diamond/
Kundan Necklace  Gross Weight: 80.4 Grams Metal: 
Gold  
Read More
SKU:
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Price: ₹850,000.00 ₹730,000.00
Stock: instock
Categories: Necklace, New Arrival, Trending Jewellery

Product Description

Polki Kundan elegant Necklace 18 Karat yellow gold powered by kadel Jewels and gross weight
80.4 Grams. The head of the necklace showing very delicate and royal design. The necklace
also features the gold purity and the weight of the necklace.The high-polished finish adds a
lustrous appeal to the necklace. The weight of Polki diamonds can vary, but they are generally
heavier than traditional, fully cut diamonds. Polki diamonds can weigh anywhere from 2 to 20
carats each, depending on their size and quality. Elaborate designs with intricate detailing can
add to the overall weight of the necklace, as more material is used in creating the framework
and settings. In one necklace you will be multiple best metal and stones.

KJ-E1001 Earrings

The primary feature of Polki jewellery is the use
of uncut or rose-cut diamonds. These diamonds
are in their natural, unaltered state and have a
flat base and a faceted, domed top. They are
known for their unique, antique-like
appearance..

Earrings Specifications

Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Elegant Earrings
Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/ Marriage
Wear/ Small Party Karat: 18 Material Colour: Gold/
Polki/Kundan Jewellery Type: Gold/ Polki/Diamond/
Kundan Necklace  Gross Weight: 16 Grams Metal: Gold
 
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹140,000.00 ₹115,000.00
Stock: instock
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Categories: Necklace, New Arrival

Product Description

Polki Kundan elegant earrings 18 Karat yellow gold powered by kadel Jewels and gross weight
16 Grams. The head of the earrings showing very delicate and royal design. The earrings also
features the gold purity and the weight of the earrings.The high-polished finish adds a lustrous
appeal to the necklace. The weight of Polki diamonds can vary, but they are generally heavier
than traditional, fully cut diamonds. Polki diamonds can weigh anywhere from 2 to 20 carats
each, depending on their size and quality. Elaborate designs with intricate detailing can add to
the overall weight of the earrings as more material is used in creating the framework and
settings. In one necklace you will be multiple best metal and stones.
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